SEATPOST-BAG
Saddle-Bag with integrated seat post mounting

IP 64

PS21R

Elastic cord (size M only)

PS36C
PVC
free

Seat post mounting
Abrasion-resistant Cordura fabric
Waterproof roll closure
Elastic cord secures roll closure
Loop for fixing optional rear light
Scotchlite-3M reflector
Light nylon fabric

Received Eurobike
AWARD 2012 (if Design and Messe
Friedrichshafen)

Inner mesh pockets on
both sides (size M only)
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PRODUCT INFO

Application example: fixing for rear light (not included)

Size

height cm/in.

width cm/in.

depth cm/in.

vol. L/cu.in

weight g/oz.

S

8/3.1

26/10.2

14/5.5

1.5/92

244/8.6

M

14/5.5

35/13.8

15/5.9

4/244

425/15

SPECIFICATIONS:
+ Lightweight seat post bag in two sizes (1,5 and 4 L) with integrated mounting
+ PU-coated nylon and Cordura fabric
+ Ideal for day tours by mountainbike or roadbike
+ Adjustable rachet for mounting to circular seat posts
+ Do not use on carbon seatposts!
+ Adjustable closure for fixing to round seat posts
+ Can be taken off quickly and single-handedly
+ Roll closure with elastics for tight fixing and minimum dimensions
+ Size M with 2 flat integrated mesh pockets and elastic cords on top for fixing additional equipment
+ Strong illuminating 3M Scotchlite reflector for more safety in the dark
+ Fixing for optional rear light
+ When biking without fenders, the bag keeps off dirt and water
+ Maximum load 1.5 kg/3.3 lbs. (size S) and 2.5 kg/6.6 lbs. (size M)!

Note: In order to meet standard IP64 (6=dustproof, 4=protected against splash water coming from all directions) the roll

closure must be rolled at least 3-4 times.
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Contents: Seatpost Bag comes with integrated mounting

